Travelzest’s VFB Holidays announces special offers to France
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Travelzest owned VFB Holidays has revealed it is cutting the cost of going to France with a special
promotional offer on return ferry crossings, running right through till the 30th of April 2011.
The special offers will mean that customers can book a holiday cottage in France with VFB Holidays at any
time during the month of April 2011 and they will get a discounted rate on a return ferry crossing with
Sea France, which will save them £226 on the normal peak crossing rate for a car.
The offer is exclusive to VFB Holidays and gives travellers the ability to make the crossing from Dover
to Calais at any time during the 2011 holiday season - even on peak times and dates. This represents real
value for money within the industry, highlighting a commitment to affordable travel to our luxury
destinations.
VFB Holidays' Philippe Pozzi said: "This is a fantastic offer for Travelzest's VFB Holidays customers. It
enables them to make a significant saving on the cost of their holiday and they can travel with Sea
France whenever they like. It really is an offer not to be missed if you're thinking of taking time away
this year at one of our holiday cottages."
VFB Holidays first pioneered self-catering cottage holidays in France back in the 1970s and is still
recognised as one of the best UK Tour Companies to France. Its portfolio includes a huge range of
cottages and villas in France and beyond. It also offers escorted tours and relaxing river cruises as
part of its holiday mix.
Details of the France holiday offers (http://www.travelzest.com/en/france-offers) are available online at
the Travelzest website, with a highlight of some of the holiday cottages available over the period
available also. Bookings are available over the phone, with details provided to do so.
About Travelzest (http://www.travelzest.com/en/):
Travelzest plc (LSE:TVZ.L) is a dynamic travel group, with a collection of online travel retailers and
specialised merchant operators, with operations in over five countries in Europe and North America.
Travelzest offers holiday villas
(http://www.travelzest.com/en/property-types/view/accomodation_type/Villas+-+Cottages) and short break
holidays (http://www.travelzest.com/en/short-breaks) in a number of destinations. Included in the
Travelzest family are holiday.co.uk, flight.co.uk, travelzest.com, itravel2000.com, The Cruise
Professionals, The Best of Morocco, VFB Holidays, Peng Travel, Faraway Holidays, The Malaysia Experience,
Tapestry Collection, The Wow House Company, Captivating Cuba, JMB Travel, and Fair's Fare. Travelzest is
traded on London's AIM Exchange under the symbol TVZ.
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